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 by Robert S. McNamara with Brian VanDeMark

 414 pages, New York: Times Books/Random House, $27.50.

 by Thomas L. Hughes

 nce at a Senate hearing when Defense Secretary
 Robert McNamara was caught telling a fib about a
 shipyard closing, Senator Margaret Chase Smith
 complained: "If I can't trust you on the little lies, sir,
 how will I ever believe you on the big ones?"

 The question returns with the nation's latest bestseller, In Retro-
 spect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam. The book was intended to
 heal the wounds of Vietnam; instead, it has succeeded in reopening
 most of them.

 Explaining McNamara is one thing. Experiencing McNamara is
 another. Together they constitute the McNamara phenomenon,
 something he himself obstinately refuses to grasp.

 Explaining McNamara has been attempted by many-most im-
 pressively in a 1993 biography, Promise and Power, by Deborah
 Shapley, to whom he granted more than 20 interviews. He obvi-
 ously found the resulting portrait unsatisfactory, which may have
 propelled him to produce his own strange retrospective-without-in-
 trospection. Shapley had concluded that the real McNamara is
 "both a man of a ruthless will to win and the thoughtful analyst. .

 .. both manipulator and scout, a devious tactician and a man of
 sincere and noble goals. This twinning of opposites has shaped his

 T H 0 M A S L. H U G H E S is president emeritus of the Carnegie
 Endowment. He was director of intelligence and research in the Department of State
 from 1963 to 1969.
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 life, his story as a manager, Vietnam." It has now shaped his book.
 Not only is his self-appointed task of self-examination left un-

 fulfilled, but the author seems oblivious to his accumulated extra
 problem: a landscape littered with land mines, exploded and unex-
 ploded, encapsulating the McNamara experienced by others on tele-
 vision, before Congress, in executive branch meetings during his
 seven years at the Pentagon, and on the Georgetown and Chevy
 Chase dinner circuits both during those seven years and over the
 subsequent 27.

 "After all these years of silence," as McNamara puts it, the book
 has elicited much praise. Ernest May calls it "extraordinarily wise
 and useful." McGeorge Bundy calls it a "great contribution."
 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., refers to McNamara's "inextinguishable de-
 cency." We have been reminded by many that he was exciting, even
 exhilarating, to work for. With justice, he has been favorably com-
 pared to his silent colleagues and appropriately contrasted with the
 unremorseful Henry Kissinger. Both Hanoi and President Bill Clin-
 ton have reacted to the book with enthusiasm, although the Viet-
 namese have been careful to publish a pirate edition to deny the
 author profits.

 McNamara's commanding intellect as well as his diverse and ad-
 mirable roles in reforming the defense budget, curbing the nuclear
 arms race, and combating poverty from the World Bank have all
 been cited positively in extenuation for Vietnam. So have the more
 questionable virtues he first brought with him to government in
 1961-quantification, systems analysis, statistical control. A new
 generation has been reminded of his once unchallenged reputation
 as the national symbol of scientific and managerial progress, the
 embodiment of rational policymaking, the very model of techno-
 cratic expertise.

 But the book has also evoked scorn, rage, and wrath. Charges of
 "war criminal" have been hurled across the television screens. The

 American Legion has demanded reparations from the book profits.
 Lawsuits have been filed. A New York Times editorial referred to his

 "prime-time apology and stale tears, three decades late." Even some
 of his old Pentagon associates have reacted with dismay: "this curi-
 ous undertaking," "astonishingly selective," and "a triumph of ego-
 ism over judgment." Limited hangout though it is, the surrounding
 clamor displays again how thin the Vietnam scar tissue remains on
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 the body politic. "One begins to suspect," as one insightful critic,
 Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, wrote in his review for the New York
 Times, "the presence of a highly complex code in these pages, the de-
 ciphering of which would require the collaboration of scholars, cryp-
 tographers, and psychoanalysts."

 WHO WAS WRONG?

 -"e were wrong, terribly wrong," McNamara says in his book
 and on television. He supplies several previously
 unpublished documents to show that he himself was more

 right and less wrong than we previously thought, although he
 remained silent about it in public and coy about it in government.
 But he tells us next to nothing new about himself or his peers. His
 relentless admiration continues for all those who presumably were
 terribly wrong along with him.

 Thus he has "deep respect" for former secretary of state Dean
 Rusk, who is "selfless," "dedicated," "honorable," and "a real patriot"
 [who] "believed we were right." Rusk's only deficiencies are the op-
 posites of McNamarian virtues-Rusk's "utter failure to manage the
 State Department" and his lack of "forceful participation" in meet-
 ings. (McNamara told me that he was relieved that Rusk, being dead,
 "doesn't have to read my book.")

 Had President John Kennedy offered to make McNamara secretary

 of state in his second term, McNamara would have urged him instead
 to appoint McGeorge Bundy "whose knowledge of... geopolitics was
 far greater than mine." Bundy is "one of the keenest intellects I have
 ever encountered," falling into the category of even "brighter than I."

 Out of office, Bundy is quoted as telling President Lyndon Johnson as
 late as November 1967 that his "policy is as right as ever and that the

 weight of the evidence from the field is encouraging." Bundy's brother
 William is praised for his "integrity and intelligence."

 "Geopolitics" is still one of McNamara's preoccupations. He says
 somewhat apologetically that he himself "entered the Pentagon with
 a limited grasp of military affairs and even less grasp of covert oper-
 ations." He also "lacked expertise in geopolitics." On the other hand,
 General Maxwell Taylor "was the wisest uniformed geopolitician and
 security adviser I ever met." Similarly, the CIA's Sherman Kent "pos-
 sessed one of the sharpest and toughest geopolitical minds I ever
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 encountered." Even though all the ranking geopoliticians had en-
 dorsed the Bay of Pigs, making it "a perfect failure," this did nothing

 to diminish the author's enthusiasm for geopolitics.
 The military come off equally well. While Colonel Edward Lans-

 dale, the counterinsurgency expert, "was relatively junior and lacked
 broad geopolitical expertise," the leading generals emerge unscathed.
 Paul Harkins "looked and spoke exactly as a general should." And
 William "Westy" Westmoreland, field commander in Vietnam from
 1964 through mid-1968, "was a casting director's dream for the role
 of a general. He was handsome, craggy, decisive, ramrod straight."

 Late in the war, McNamara states, "the CIA felt that the North
 Vietnamese had much greater staying power than the administration
 (and Westy) believed. It turned out the CIA was correct." But Mc-
 Namara nevertheless wants to make it "crystal clear" that his differ-
 ences with Westy in no way reflected a "lack of trust." Why not? Even

 national security adviser Walt Rostow's rejection of uncongenial re-
 ports is attributed to his warmth and optimism. He, too, is "extraor-
 dinarily bright." What are we to make of all this unreserved praise
 for the author's presumably equally wrong colleagues?

 The single major exception to McNamara's admiring treatment of
 his peers is the vitriolic renewal of his long-time personal vendetta
 against Roger Hilsman, the assistant secretary of state for Far East-
 ern affairs. McNamara, with no new facts, ill-advisedly reopens an
 old argument about Hilsman and his four alleged co-conspirators
 (Averell Harriman, George Ball, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., and
 Michael Forrestal) "setting in motion" in August 1963 the coup
 against South Vietnamese president Ngo Dihn Diem.

 For the first two years of the Kennedy administration, I was Hils-

 man's deputy at State. Hilsman, a West Pointer and behind-enemy-
 lines guerrilla fighter in Burma during World War II as well as a friend

 of John Kennedy, had early opportunities to clash with the confident,

 cocksure secretary of defense. With years of military experience be-
 hind him, Hilsman did not hesitate to tangle with McNamara, to the
 latter's discomfort, on any number of political-military subjects,
 whether Berlin, the Congo, Cuba, or Southeast Asia. More than
 once in the Kennedy years, Hilsman was left to confront McNamara
 directly at White House meetings, with Rusk sitting silently at
 Kennedy's side. On such occasions, McNamara would sum up suc-
 cinctly: I was right and you were wrong. Nevertheless, in April 1963,
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 Kennedy promoted Hilsman to assistant secretary of state for Far
 Eastern Affairs, and I succeeded him as director of intelligence and
 research (INR) at State from 1963 to 1969.

 When a coup against Diem finally took place in November 1963,
 it became an event of convenience for the Pentagon-an all-purpose
 rationale for negative developments on the ground in Vietnam. These
 developments were actually well underway (but denied or minimized
 in Washington) for months before the coup. At issue were not only
 Diem's police-state tactics and his attack on Buddhist pagodas. There
 was also concern over the Diem government's secret overtures to
 Hanoi, a possible move toward neutrality by Diem's brother Nhu, and
 the (unthinkable) prospect that Saigon might actually invite the
 United States to leave.

 Hilsman was also a target of convenience, then as now. His role
 as described by McNamara in an account totally without context
 omits all reference to the deteriorating political and military situa-
 tion in South Vietnam in the months before the coup and falsely
 accuses Hilsman of initiating the plot. Hilsman actually responded
 to an inquiry from the U.S. Embassy in Saigon, prompted by re-
 quests from Vietnamese generals. McNamara himself is on record
 voting for the strongest of the coup-related options at a National
 Security Council (Nsc) meeting on August 26, 1963. He also ne-
 glects to mention that the August coup in question never happened
 and that the real coup of November 1 was a different coup. Having
 worked closely with Hilsman at the time, I can vouch for the au-
 thenticity of his account. He long ago put the full story on the pub-
 lic record, and he repeats the highlights, correcting McNamara
 once more, in a letter to the editor of Foreign Affairs in its July/Au-
 gust 1995 issue.

 In Retrospect prompts others of us to think retrospectively too
 of McNamara as he was actually experienced at the time. He now
 says, "We could and should have withdrawn from South Vietnam
 either in late 1963 ... or in late 1964 or early 1965." These are his
 three chosen pre-escalation windows of opportunity for with-
 drawal. As it happens, in each case analytical arguments were made
 and widely distributed, and in each case they were ignored or re-
 jected. McNamara himself was front and center bringing all of his
 bloodless decisiveness to bear in snuffing out any incipient with-
 drawal temptations.
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 RFE-90: McNAMARA INTERVENES

 rom the beginning of American military involvement in
 Vietnam, Washington was confronted with the credibility of
 military statistics. This was of course a McNamara specialty

 and one of the reasons why he "increasingly made Vietnam my
 personal responsibility." As he now remembers it, "I always pressed
 our commanders very hard for estimates of progress-or lack of it."
 McNamara writes with apparently unintended humor: "Uncertain
 how to evaluate results in a war without battle lines, the military
 tried to gauge its progress with quantitative measurements such as
 [body counts], weapons seized, prisoners taken, sorties flown, and so
 on. We later learned that many of these measures were misleading
 or erroneous." Conveniently ignoring the fact that both Military
 Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), and Embassy Saigon had
 their own people in the field contributing to the erroneous
 reporting, McNamara shifts the blame entirely to the Vietnamese.
 "It is now clear [our military was] receiving very inaccurate
 information from the South Vietnamese, who tended to report what
 they believed Americans wanted to hear. As CIA Director John
 McCone later wrote ... 'The province and district chiefs felt
 obliged to create statistics.' "

 McNamara relates, "As I make clear throughout this book, I never
 hesitated to disagree with the Joint Chiefs when I thought them
 parochial in vision or wrong in judgment." And more: "For example,
 at Honolulu on July 23, 1962, Harkins told me: 'There is no doubt we

 are on the winning side.' " McNamara did not think he was being
 misled. "Besides, there were other reporting channels I could use to
 cross-check what the military told me-the CIA, the State Depart-
 ment, and the media, to cite only three."

 Pressing the field for accurate estimates, never hesitating to take
 on the Joint Chiefs, crosschecking with CIA and State-these are
 poignant propositions for those of us who were repudiated for pro-
 ducing a document known as RFE-90. This was an INR Research
 Memorandum published on October 22, 1963, titled "Statistics on
 the War Effort in South Vietnam Show Unfavorable Trends."

 The Buddhist crisis had been building since May, and violence,
 immolations, and demonstrations all had increased during the sum-
 mer. McNamara and Taylor visited Saigon in late September (a
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 month after Hilsman allegedly set the coup in motion). First on Mc-
 Namara's list of questions, he writes, was, "What explained the con-
 flicting reports about military progress and political stability? Which
 were correct?" McNamara and Taylor concluded on October 2 at the
 White House that "the military campaign has made great progress
 and continues to progress."

 During October, the U.S. Mission in Saigon, the military, and the
 Defense Department continued their optimism, but RFE-90 con-
 cluded there had been "an unfavorable shift in the military balance"
 since July 1963. INR was normally in close working-level contact with

 Defense and MACV. In RFE-90, however, INR disagreed with Defense
 in interpreting its own figures. Using statistics supplied solely by the
 Pentagon, based on MACV reports, INR found a reversal of the trend
 in each of the major indices of progress. Vietcong casualties, weapons
 losses, and defections had all moved downward, while the number of

 Vietcong armed attacks and other incidents had moved upward.
 These trends coincided with the sharp political deterioration.

 McNamara was front and center bringing all

 of his bloodless decisiveness to bear in snuff-

 ing out any incipient withdrawal temptations.

 Distribution of RFE-90 throughout the government evoked a mon-

 umental outcry from McNamara and Taylor. The incident is totally
 ignored in McNamara's book. The Joint Chiefs of Staff protested that
 the efficiency and morale of the South Vietnamese forces had im-
 proved. McNamara personally phoned Rusk, denounced INR for sec-
 ond-guessing "military analysis," and demanded that I, as the INR di-

 rector who had signed the document, as well as the analyst who wrote
 it, be summoned and reprimanded. Arriving in Rusk's office, Lou Sar-
 ris and I found the secretary holding a copy of RFE-90 and thumbing
 through a long list of objections from the Joint Chiefs. After lighting
 a cigarette and pouring another Scotch, Rusk told us: "The Pentagon
 people are very unhappy about INR getting into military analysis."

 Rusk passed me a handwritten note from McNamara. It was dated
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 "11-06-63" (five weeks after the McNamara-Taylor report, one week
 after the coup against Diem, and two weeks before Kennedy's assas-
 sination). Later I gave the note as a souvenir to Sarris, the prescient
 analyst of RFE-90, and he has it framed on his office wall today. It
 reads: "Dean: Attached is a statement on Vietnam. Below it are the

 comments of the Chiefs. If you were to tell me that it is not the pol-
 icy of the State Department to issue military appraisals without seek-
 ing the views of the Defense Department, the matter will die. Bob."

 Since we regularly sought the views of the Defense Department,
 the ultimate proposition seemed to be Joint Chiefs of Staff clearance
 of State analysis, or silence. I said Rusk could certainly assure the
 Pentagon that we would continue to seek their views and would re-
 main in regular contact.

 After Sarris left and I was alone with Rusk, I said that it might be
 clear to him, as an old military man, what "military assessments"
 were. But in an increasingly intertwined situation in the field, with
 large American military forces themselves a growing factor, it was go-
 ing to be increasingly hard to be pure in separating political and mil-
 itary analysis. I reminded him that when I took the director's job, he
 had assured me strongly that intelligence was to be totally indepen-
 dent of policy control. If he now wanted INR to be an agent of De-
 fense Intelligence, he could easily arrange for McNamara to lend us
 some conforming officers. I had no interest however in running such
 a show, and I assumed he agreed it was not in his interest either. He
 smiled, and said "Well, at least you know how strongly Bob feels."

 Shortly afterward, I was able to hand Rusk a Defense Intelli-
 gence memorandum dated December 13, 1963, which virtually pla-
 giarized RFE-90. McNamara says his meetings in Saigon on De-
 cember 19 and 20

 reinforced this new and gloomy assessment. It also is clear that

 earlier reports of military progress had been inflated by the
 considerable falsification of data submitted by South Vietnamese

 officials to our military assistance command. CIA director John
 McCone reported to the president after our return: "It is
 abundantly clear that statistics received over the past year or
 more from the GVN [South Vietnamese] officials and reported by
 the U.S. mission on which we gauged the trend of the war were
 grossly in error."
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 Once more McNamara and McCone ignored the culpable
 reporting roles of both MACV and Embassy Saigon and placed the
 errors exclusively on the Vietnamese.

 In Washington, McNamara's rebukes did not usually have happy
 endings. This one did. Rusk reaffirmed INR's independence from pol-
 icy control, including his own. While we were alert to the Pentagon's
 neuralgia on military statistics, we continued to make written esti-
 mates of a military nature in the framework of national intelligence
 estimates, unimpeded, on our own responsibility, without higher
 State Department clearance. As far as Vietnam intelligence in gen-
 eral was concerned, we became the bearers of unhappy tidings to
 State officialdom, also unimpeded, for six more years of war.

 The RFE-90 saga also says something about Rusk. Rusk spoke for
 the State Department when it came to President Johnson. Normally,
 he was a hawk of hawks in his private advice. Fortunately he was also
 a decent and tolerant man. Hence, in another sense, he was one
 voice among many in his own building-and a quiet one at that.
 Moreover, he was blessed with three deputies in succession who dif-
 fered with him on Vietnam while spanning his entire eight years of
 office-Chester Bowles, George Ball, and Nicholas Katzenbach. Each
 in his own way was a dove who sought, encouraged, and protected
 dissent in the Department.

 SENIORS AND JUNIORS

 L ou Sarris, who along with me was an intended victim of the RFE-90 uproar, was one of several nonexistent "experts"
 whose absence McNamara deplores in his book. Sarris, an

 early visitor to Vietnam, came back to Washington profoundly
 disturbed at the discrepancies between what he was told in the field
 and what reached Washington through military channels. He was
 pessimistic about South Vietnam's survivability from the beginning,
 and he doggedly persevered with his skeptical but accurate analysis
 throughout the war. McNamara was an addressee for all of INR'S
 published memoranda.

 "Our government lacked experts for us to consult," McNamara

 now claims. Of all his spurious notions, this is one of the oddest.
 Allen Whiting, one of America's leading China experts, was delib-
 erately chosen to head the Far East office in INR. He gave insightful
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 leadership to INR's whole analytical team (Sarris, Dorothy Avery,
 Evelyn Colbert, Brad Coolidge, Fred Greene, Steve Lyne, Dick
 Teare, and David Engel). Whiting also regularly briefed Rusk and oc-
 casionally even McNamara himself on China, which was naturally
 one of their greatest continuing preoccupations.

 Ignoring McNamara's effort to keep the State Department out of
 "military" matters and to separate "political" from "military" analy-
 sis, Whiting personally warned his Pentagon colleagues after the Gulf
 of Tonkin incidents in August 1964 that Hanoi was likely to order
 Vietcong guerrillas to attack Bien Hoa, the only base where Ameri-
 can bombers were then stationed. Whiting suggested that either the
 planes be withdrawn to Thailand or that the base commander dis-
 perse the aircraft, increasing security to blunt the attack should it oc-

 cur. His Pentagon counterparts replied that the communists would
 "never dare attack," and no U.S. defensive action was taken. In No-

 vember 1964 the Vietcong attacked Bien Hoa with heavy damage to
 planes and personnel.

 The real-life effect of McNamara on the

 bureaucracy was regularly one of intimidation,

 hobbling if not silencing those in government

 who were prescient on Vietnam.

 In his book McNamara writes: "I was determined to minimize the

 risk that U.S. military action in Indonesia would draw Chinese ...
 ground or air forces into confrontation with the United States." There

 is no mention of Whiting. However, in December 1965 McNamara
 and McGeorge Bundy drafted an "eyes only" memorandum for John-
 son on the deteriorating situation. McNamara's first draft contained
 no reference to Chinese intervention. But Chinese airfield construc-

 tion near the Vietnam border and the first movement of Chinese army
 railroad engineering and antiaircraft units into North Vietnam had

 already occurred. Whiting briefed McNamara on these major devel-
 opments personally, and the McNamara-Bundy draft was revised to
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 include this intelligence and INR's analysis of it. When McNamara
 asked the Joint Chiefs about China, they allowed for possible Chinese
 intervention but offered to stop them with nuclear weapons!

 McNamara's occasional use of Whiting was an exception. In his
 book he has a fixation on the absence of "senior officials in the Pen-

 tagon or State Department" comparable to top Soviet specialists like
 George Kennan and Charles Bohlen. It is ironic that McNamara, the
 boy wonder of the Ford Motor Company and chief whiz kid of the
 Pentagon, should fret about the lack of grey-haired "seniors." This
 curious hierarchical deference has social overtones. The "wise men"

 to whom he is constantly deferential seem to embody eminence.
 Noneminent experts fall outside his field of vision. Despite his cur-
 rent protestations of having conducted a lifelong search for talent
 wherever it could be found, McNamara in action was always pulling
 rank. He helped line up the seniors against the juniors, many of
 whom felt the strong blasts of ridicule early on. Thus Paul Katten-
 berg, the Yale Ph.D. who specialized in Southeast Asia and Vietnam,
 prophetically warned the "great men" of the Kennedy administration
 that Vietnam was a lost cause. Kattenberg suffered career conse-
 quences soon thereafter. James Thomson, Jr., one of the earliest and
 most insightful Asian experts in town, left the White House simi-
 larly discouraged.

 The real-life effect of McNamara on the bureaucracy was regu-
 larly one of intimidation, hobbling if not silencing those in govern-
 ment who were prescient on Vietnam. The fact is that several who
 openly embraced the positions that McNamara privately later em-
 braced himself were often squelched by him and his office at the time.

 For his behavior patterns were catching. Even his chief associate and
 closet dove, the legendary assistant secretary of defense for interna-
 tional security affairs, John McNaughton, said to be "mesmerized" by
 McNamara, took to vilifying the purveyors of skeptical analysis. Af-
 ter I presented a pessimistic INR estimate to a group of Pentagon of-
 ficials one day in 1965, for example, he complimented me with the
 endearing words: "Spoken like a true member of the Red Team."
 While this may have been intended as a private joke between Rhodes
 scholars, the uniformed brass in the room didn't get it.

 The intimidation inside the government of the open doves by the
 closet doves grew harder to take over the years as the rumors spread
 about the increasing private dovishness of the intimidators. But the
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 intimidation continued, right to the end. Nor were the victims only
 juniors. At the sub-Cabinet level as well, McNamara continued to
 ride roughshod over those with whom he privately agreed.

 At a Princeton seminar two months before his death in May 1994,
 George Ball reiterated:

 Johnson was the strongest supporter I had. .... He not only
 encouraged me to speak my mind, but he'd ask me a lot of
 questions. I had a different relationship with McNamara because

 every time I sent a memorandum to the president, I'd send it to
 Rusk and McNamara and McGeorge Bundy first.... McNamara
 would come over and say, "You and I aren't very far apart. I have

 these doubts too." But I would go into a meeting with the
 president the next morning, and McNamara would shoot me down

 in flames. And he'd pull out all kinds of statistics which I'm sure

 he invented on the spot ... body counts ... kill ratios ... various
 force comparisons.

 It was an unbroken pattern. In November of 1964, McNamara's
 reaction to Ball's first major paper questioning the war was similar.
 According to Ball, "McNamara, in particular, was absolutely horri-

 fied. He treated it like a poisonous snake .... next to treason."
 Others experienced the same treatment-private affinity com-

 bined with denunciation at White House meetings. I remember an
 incident in Ambassador David Bruce's office at the American Em-

 bassy in London not long before McNamara resigned. Bruce had been
 in Washington arguing vigorously against the war and pleading for
 more diplomatic time to negotiate a way out. Suddenly the phone
 rang. It was McNamara calling to tell his friend the ambassador that
 even though he had mercilessly denounced him at the White House
 meeting, he wanted Bruce to know that privately he agreed with what
 Bruce had said.

 McNamara's victims can be found not only on the battlefields of
 Vietnam, but on the bureaucratic battlefields of Washington, as many,

 still alive, can attest. In a recent review, David Halberstam accurately
 writes: "The McNamara portrayed in In Retrospect is one anxious to
 discover the truth in Vietnam. The flesh and blood McNamara was
 quite different-he was a signature figure for an administration that
 trashed anyone who tried to report honestly or to dissent."
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 TONKIN CERTAINTIES 1964

 "Iate 1964" is another time frame that McNamara now suggests
 would have been an appropriate occasion for withdrawal. If
 so, it would have followed another year of militant

 McNamarian activism.

 It was a year marked by further political deterioration in Saigon
 and election-year politics in Washington. In a bizarre succession of
 events, McNamara volunteered to succeed Lodge as ambassador to
 Vietnam, but Johnson picked General Taylor instead. In his book,
 McNamara discloses that Johnson then asked him to be his vice pres-
 idential running mate. "However, knowing President Johnson as I did,

 I knew that if I answered yes, he might later reconsider and withdraw

 the invitation. In any event, I said no." Against that background, Mc-
 Namara's behavior during the Gulf of Tonkin crisis deserves careful
 reflection. Throughout these events, McNamara was gung-ho.

 His admirers have said that McNamara's operational credo was, "I
 would rather have a wrong decision made than no decision at all,"
 according to Shapley's account. That credo was fully on display in
 the controversial incidents of August 1964 in the Gulf of Tonkin.
 Once more McNamara the activist (and politician?) overrode other,
 more cautious advisers in Washington.

 Two fateful "attacks" on U.S. naval ships were reported, the sec-
 ond of which may never have occurred. Johnson himself was skepti-
 cal at the outset, and apparently later as well. But he was also deter-
 mined to "win the war." Those of us who briefed him at the White

 House on Sunday, August 2, 1964, after the first incident, were im-
 pressed with his incredulity that the North Vietnamese would delib-

 erately attack the U.S. destroyer Maddox. Even after learning of the
 possible provocations of Plan 34A covert operations, which com-
 prised CIA-supported Vietnamese saboteurs and spies, and the Des-
 oto patrol (code name for U.S. ships on electronic reconnaissance),
 Johnson a few days later would tell George Ball: "Hell, George! Those
 dumb, stupid sailors were just shooting at flying fish. You know that,
 and I know that."

 But by then McNamara would have testified with absolute certi-

 tude about the dubious second attack on the U.S. destroyer Turner
 Joy, and the whole affair would have been used to induce the Con-
 gress to put the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution on the books- "the func-
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 tional equivalent," Attorney General Katzenbach later testified, of a
 declaration of war.

 McNamara's follow-up recommendations were equally militant.
 In his recently published Princeton remarks, Ball says that soon af-
 ter the Gulf of Tonkin incidents, "McNamara proposed that the Des-
 oto patrols be sent out again 'to show the flag and prove to Hanoi and
 the world that we're not intimidated.' " Ball opposed him, telling
 Johnson: "Suppose one of the destroyers is sunk with several hundred
 men aboard. The evidence would strongly suggest that you've sent
 those ships up the Gulf only to provoke attack so that we could re-
 taliate. Just think what Congress and the press would do with that.
 They'd say you deliberately used American boys as decoy ducks ...
 just to have an excuse to bomb. Mr. President, you couldn't live with
 that." Uneasy silence. "Then the president turned to McNamara and
 said, 'We won't go ahead with it, Bob. Let's just put it on the shelf."'

 McNamara notes that in an August 13, 1964, memo by McGeorge
 Bundy for Johnson, Rusk, and himself, the target date of January 1,
 1965, was set "for starting whatever expanded military action we
 might adopt." As the end of the year approached, that target date fo-
 cused many minds.

 Today McNamara says of this period: "It is clear that disengage-
 ment was the course we should have chosen. Why did we escalate
 rather than withdraw amid a rapidly worsening situation? Why did
 we fail to foresee the implications of our actions? How did domestic
 political forces-particularly the President's aspirations for the Great
 Society ... influence Vietnam policy, if at all?"

 With the Johnson-Humphrey landslide victory in the November
 1964 elections, a new participant might have been welcomed into the
 deliberations in the form of the new vice president. Hubert
 Humphrey attended the NSC meeting of December 1, but LBJ soon
 froze him out of the inner circle for advocating precisely the policy
 that McNamara in retrospect espouses.

 McNamara laments repeatedly that the domestic consequences to
 the Great Society of escalation in Vietnam were never clearly laid
 before Johnson. In fact, Humphrey did precisely that at the time. In
 a straightforward memo for the president's eyes only, he carefully laid
 out a 12-point argument on Vietnam's domestic implications. It is a
 prophetic document, printed in full in Humphrey's memoirs and
 reprinted elsewhere. McNamara seems never to have heard of it. He
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 certainly expressed no interest and was of no help to Humphrey at
 the time.

 PRESENT AT THE ESCALATION

 n late 1964, Ambassador Taylor reported that there might soon
 be a hostile government in Saigon "which will ask us to leave
 while it seeks accommodation with Hanoi." Rather than

 working to exploit such an opportunity favorably, McNamara and
 McGeorge Bundy gave Johnson their fateful memorandum of
 January 27, 1965, recommending the escalation of the war and the
 bombing of the North.

 This major recommendation of the war is particularly hard to
 square with what McNamara now says about interagency intelligence.
 He is in retrospect an enthusiastic admirer of National Intelligence
 Estimates (NIEs) and Special National Intelligence Estimates (SNIEs):

 I relied heavily on SNIEs . . . assessments of major political and
 military events, trends, and forecasts. These estimates drew on
 reports from the various intelligence agencies, including the State

 Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR) and
 those in the military services. . . . The estimates then went to a

 top-level review committee, the U.S. Intelligence Board (USIB),
 and finally . . . directly to the top: the President and his senior
 advisors.

 These estimates, McNamara claims, "influenced me immensely."
 Since, McNamara now tells us, he gave up hope for a military so-

 lution early on, he presumably paid particular attention to estimates
 from the civilian side of the government. But there is precious little
 evidence to confirm his "heavy reliance on," or the "immense influ-
 ence" of, interagency estimates. I speak from firsthand knowledge
 here, for I represented the State Department on USIB at the time for
 a period of six years. In these estimates the intelligence community
 recorded its own judgments, printed in cold type, and stamped with
 dates and signatures. The estimates ventilated the fundamental issues
 in a manner that should have stimulated the policy debates that Mc-
 Namara now wishes had occurred. SNIEs were in fact often requested
 with urgent policy arguments in mind. They often mirrored fateful
 disagreements and contained explicit dissents.
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 Even more important, the serious reader of NIEs and SNIEs at the
 time could read them as an index to the separate views of the con-
 tributing agencies, especially to the fuller thinking of the civilian dis-
 senters. These estimates constituted an easy guide to the greater elab-

 oration and sharper evaluations in the separate products of the
 component organizations. All of these documents were regularly dis-
 tributed to the Pentagon and were available to McNamara's office.

 There was in fact a crescendo of important interagency estimates
 between October 1964 and December 1965, the 14 critical months
 during which the war was "Americanized." In general during this pe-
 riod, the armed services estimators were optimistic about the posi-
 tive effects of bringing pressure to bear on the North, INR was con-
 sistently pessimistic, and the CIA fluctuated in its opinion. The
 positions were well articulated, and the conflicting judgments clearly
 joined. INR frequently dissented on the effects of bombing North
 Vietnam, holding that Hanoi would fight on, accept the bombing,
 and intensify its struggle in the South. By April 1965 this became the

 majority view. In effect, the intelligence community invited policy-
 makers to come to grips with the issues McNamara now regrets not
 having forced to the table.1 On the evidence, contrary to what he
 says in his book, McNamara was not much influenced by the intera-
 gency intelligence estimates at the time.

 Ironically most of INR's voluminous writing on Vietnam is still not
 publicly available. Before I left the bureau in 1969, I authorized a full
 review and evaluation of INR's research and analysis of the war, in an
 effort to aid later scholarship. Titled "Vietnam 1961-1968 as Inter-
 preted in INR's Production," the review contains thematic summaries
 on all the major issues: communist intentions and probable responses
 to U.S. actions, political stability in the South, the course of the war,
 and negotiating prospects. The study, which is several hundred pages
 long, reviews the INR product year by year, provides annexes quoting
 sources, and critiques INR interpretations. It is still bottled up in the

 1 For a summary of the major NIES and SNIES on Vietnam from 1961 through De-

 cember 1965, the years when McNamara was at his zenith, see Thomas L. Hughes,

 "The Power to Speak and the Power to Listen," in Secrecy and Foreign Policy,

 Thomas M. Franck and Edward Weisband, eds. (Oxford University Press, 1974) es-

 pecially pp. 28-37.
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 State Department. Now that Clinton has ordered the automatic de-
 classification of documents older than 25 years, there would appear
 to be no further excuse for keeping it secret.

 "CLEARER THAN THE TRUTH"

 he enduring puzzle of what McNamara believed and when he
 believed it is complicated, of course, by the multiplicity of
 forums where he expressed his many versions of the truth at

 any given time. There was his public position aired on television or
 before Congress, his classified position presented before Congress or
 in larger governmental meetings, his views as disclosed to favored
 journalists, his position with his chief peers, his personal views
 expressed privately to the president, his daytime views as war
 manager at the Pentagon, and his nighttime views at Hickory Hill
 seminars with the Robert Kennedys or in Washington society at
 large. All shifted and evolved over time.

 The many-sided conflicts between internal and external truths
 alone make one wonder what McNamara means by statements like
 this: "The president and I considered it essential that one of his close

 associates visit Vietnam every thirty or sixty days and report to him,

 the National Security Council, and the American people through the
 press." [Emphasis added.] This was April 1964.

 Did McNamara believe the war was wrong at the time? Or did he
 only come to this judgment later? When? It makes some difference,
 and he does not enlighten us. The book creates the impression that
 his dovishness began much earlier than anyone previously guessed.
 If so, it makes the brutality of his early bureaucratic role even harder

 to justify. Ultimately it is no wonder that the public hawk and pri-
 vate dove lacked the courage of both convictions.

 When Dean Acheson started drafting speeches for President
 Harry Truman on containing communism, he said it was necessary
 to be "clearer than the truth." During the Vietnam War, those who
 exhibited the greatest elasticity when it came to truth-shading,
 truth-shaping, and truth-creating inevitably convinced observers
 that they loved power more than truth. Throughout his warrior
 years, with his graphs and pointers and steel-trap mind, Robert Mc-
 Namara was always confidently clearer than the truth. In Retrospect,
 he still is.
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